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ABSTRACT: 

Several recent studies underlined the lack of rigor in simulation practices 

that threatens the credibility of the published claims. While agreeing with 

some of the criticism, this article argues against some others and advocates 

for a different overall view. The primary goal of simulation should be to 

provide sufficient support for new concepts and protocols. ‘Proof of 

concept’ is the basic (not thorough or testbed based) simulation using 

assumptions in designed protocol, including comparison with truly competing existing solutions. We advocate for 

thorough literature review, solving one problem at a time and selecting independent variables that can assist best 

in explaining the performance under wide range of scenarios. While all models are unrealistic, some of them are 

useful. We advocate parallel advance of useful modeling and protocol design, where the simplicity is emphasized 

to preserve tractability. 

We consider generation of graphs that represent specific scenarios that appear in wireless ad hoc, actuator, sensor 

and Internet networks. Most simulation studies for these networks use connected random unit disk graphs 

generated by placing nodes randomly and independently from each other. However, in real life usually networks 

are created in a cooperative manner; certain restrictions are imposed during the placement of a new node in order 

to improve network connectivity and functionality. We discuss how constrained connected random unit graphs can 

be generated by fast algorithms and what kind of desirable characteristics can be achieved compared to 

completely random graphs, especially for sparse node densities.  

The ultimate test for many network layer protocols designed for wireless sensor networks would be to run on a 

large scale test-bed. To replace large and expensive realistic test-beds, we introduce a novel approach to 

emulation for routing based applications. We propose a specifically designed experimental setup using a relatively 

small number of nodes forming a real one-hop neighborhood used to emulate any size WSN. The source node is a 

fixed sensor, and all other sensors are forwarding neighbors candidates towards a virtual destination. The source 

node achieves one forwarding step, then the virtual destination position and neighborhood are adjusted. The same 

source is used again to repeat the process. The main novelty is to spread available nodes regularly following a 

hexagonal pattern around the central node, used as the source, and selectively use subsets of the surrounding 

nodes at each step of the routing process to provide the desired density and achieve changes in configurations. 
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